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INT. GAYBAR- 10PM

FADE IN

Dark nightclub, strobe lighting effects with people dancing

having a good time.

FINNY, 21, 5’5, leopard print dress, black tights & leopard

print shoes.

DOM, 19, 4’12, shiny aqua tracksuit, dress shoes.

Dom and Finny are drunk and don’t know each other but start

dancing to a certain song. They start miming the words of

the song to each other. The song comes to an end and Dom

holds his hand out to Finny to shake.

DOM

You’re a great dancer with good

moves.

FINNY

Thanks.

Finny starts to shakes Dom’s hand until handshake turns to

hold, hold turns to kissing & kissing turns to frenching.

THEO, 22 7’, heavy build, beard, denim dungarees and steel

toes.

Theo is sober & standing at the bar watching this and storms

over in heavy steps.

THEO

Hey, what the fuck do you think

you’re doing with my boyfriend.

He gets no reply. So he pulls Dom and Finny apart from each

other and starts to beat up Finny.

Dom tries to get Theo to stop but he precedes and reduces

Dom to tears.

INT. TAXI- 2AM

In a taxi driver up front Dom & Theo at back.

Theo is being shouted at by Dom and is looking at the floor

not replying.
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CONTINUED: 2.

DOM

So what the hell, do you think you

were doing. He might’ve been

dressed as a woman but it doesn’t

mean he was one. We were having a

good night until you had to spoil

it.

Theo squeaks back.

THEO

Sorry.

DOM

Aw, so you’re sorry now well that’s

really gonna sort the man s

problems.

Dom lunges forward and accidentally pukes in Theo’s face and

Theo starts to cry.

FADE TO BLACK

INT. FLAT- 2.45AM

FADE IN

Living room, leopard print deign couch, with zebra and tiger

print cushions, 52" flat screen TV hanging on the wall.

Cabinet with section of CD’s, DVD’s, video & audio cassettes

and 2 expensive laptops on it.

Theo comes out of the shower and comes to living room to sit

down. They just sit there in utter silence as they’re both

angry.

FADE TO BLACK

FADE IN

It’s now lighter of hours of the morning so Theo turns out

the light and Dom’s hangover starts. Theo can see this so he

deliberately makes himself a fry up.

Dom is sitting in the bathroom with head over the pan where

he throws up once or twice then comes back to the living

room still sick and Theo comes back through to living room

with his fry up laughing his head off.

THEO

Alright you.

Dom gags.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 3.

....Aw whats the matter, you want a

wee bit.

Theo holding his fork out taking the piss.

DOM

I’m gonna be.....

Dom runs back to bathroom.

THEO

Ha, ha, haaa. No sympathy for self affliction me.

EXT. PARK- 1PM

Green grassy verge area surrounding flats.

Theo and Dom are working out their differences from last

night to a walk in the park.

DOM

So are you OK with me now?

THEO

Yes.

DOM

OK.

THEO

Only problem is who was that fella

I caught you dancing with last

night.

DOM

I don’t know, but he did look hot

in them see through tights.

THEO

And just what about me?

DOM

Oh get a grip Theo, you know I’ll

always love you.

THEO

Tell you what we’ll go home and

I’ll on the phone to the hospital

and apologise.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 4.

DOM

OK

They walk away home.

INT. BACK HOME- 3PM

Kitchen, cooker, sink, dish washer, washing machine, tumble

dryer, fridge, microwave & telephone.

Theo is on phone to hospital and has been handed to Finny’s

sister.

DOROTHY, 26, bell bottoms, trainers, thin t-shirt.

DOROTHY

Well he’s conscious now, but the

doctors couldn’t do anything until

this morning, and he should.

THEO

Is there a chance we could come and

see him to show our condolences.

DOROTHY

Yeah sure, tea time visits are just

finishing now but if you come up

some time between 7 & 9 they should

let you in then.

THEO

OK, Ta-ta.

INT. HOSPITAL- 7PM

Private ward with Finny in a bed watching TV.

Theo and Dom walk in to apologise and hand Finny over some

grapes & chocolates.

FINNY

Oh no, not grapes again. I hate

grapes

DOROTHY

Well that’s just too bad Finny, the

doctor said they are good for you,

and you have to eat them.

FADE OUT
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